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Katrina 10-Year Commemoration

10:00 AM
10-Year Commem. March and Second Line
North Jourdan St. and Galvez Avenue
site of levee break

1:30 - 7:30 PM
Lower 9 Resilience Festival
Andrew P. Sanchez Community Center
1616 Caffin St.

5:00 PM
Rhythmic Alchemy Art Healing
Congo Square
700 North Rampart St.
KATRINA 10-YEAR COMMEMORATION
August 29, New Orleans, LA

10:00 AM
10-Year Commem. March and Second Line
North Jourdan Street. and Galvez Avenue
site of levee break
Event begins with the reading of the names of lost loved ones at the Lower 9th Ward levee breach at Jourdan and a healing ceremony followed by a march through the city and a commemoration program of local speakers and performers. In partnership with Gulf South Rising.

1:30 - 7:30 PM
Lower 9 Resilience Festival
Andrew P. Sanchez Community Center
1616 Caffin St.
An annual event by, for, and with the citizens of the Lower Ninth Ward to commemorate loss, recognize recovery, bring economic stimulation to the community, and encourage an ongoing commitment to becoming whole again after the devastation that resulted from Hurricane Katrina.

5:00 PM
Rhythmic Alchemy Art Healing
Congo Square
700 North Rampart St.
Rhythmic Alchemy is an art healing space rooted in authentic African, Native American and South Louisiana cultural and healing traditions. Rhythmic Alchemy uses drumming, spoken word, live muralist, cultural dance, DJ, traditional exhibits, Second Line, masquerade, and collective movement.

Register at sc.org/Katrina10